
MOVE access

MOVE Mobility AG – the operator of one of the best  
smart public charging networks in Switzerland – is on  
course for growth: In Switzerland, MOVE currently offers 
a vast number of its own charging options as well as  
access to thousands more. These are complemented  
by innumerable charging options across Europe –  
with more to come!

Give your customers access 
to the MOVE charging network 
and give yourself a competitive 
advantage.
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• No additional administrative burden for you –  
billing and customer management are carried out 
by MOVE.

• Enjoy one hundred percent costing certainty thanks 
to guaranteed prices at home and abroad.

• 100% coverage in Switzerland – with the MOVE 
card, you and the users of your fleet vehicles  
can access every public smart charging station  
in Switzerland, and many others in Europe.

• Postpaid solutions – only MOVE offers your  
customers billing and credit card debiting after  
the purchase of services, so there’s no need  
to ensure the prepaid account is topped up.

• Top-of-the-line security and data handling  
(Swiss-made systems and data management).

• Your customers can also enjoy the numerous  
benefits offered by the MOVE charging network: 
– Access to all publicly accessible smart charging 

stations in Switzerland (MOVE, EVpass, Swiss-
charge, Easyou, etc.) and over 35,000 in Europe. 

– Fixed prices in the MOVE network and on all  
other charging networks.

– Compatible with every type of electric vehicle.
– User-friendly and easy-to-operate system.
– Professional 24/7 MOVE customer hotline.

MOVE is now offering businesses the opportunity to benefit from this impetus  
and become a partner of the MOVE access network. Position yourself in this future- 
oriented market by providing your customers with their own MOVE key tags and/or 
cards, giving them the benefits of access to the public MOVE charging networks  
and associated partner networks throughout Switzerland and Europe. As well  
as this positioning potential, you and your customers can look forward to a variety  
of other advantages:

Our business experts will be happy to provide you with specific information, 
billing details, as well as extra cards or key tags in a personal meeting.  
Please contact us any time on 026 322 34 01 (Stéphane Rosset, Partner 
Manager) or via email at sales@move.ch.

We look forward  
to hearing from you.

MOVE Mobility AG
Route du Lavapesson 2
CH-1763 Granges-Paccot

026 322 34 01
info@move.ch
www.move.ch

• An online portal gives you full control: 
– Monitor charging processes in real time
– Manage active cards
– Data files simplify the billing of purchased  

services 

• If you require additional charging at home or at 
work, the MOVE myNet solution can be combined 
seamlessly with MOVE access.

 
As a MOVE access partner, you also benefit from 
favourable terms:

• At MOVE charging stations, you receive a commis-
sion of 2% of turnover from your customers.

• You also receive an annual commission of CHF 10 
for every one of your MOVE comfort customers.

• The one-time partnership fee is CHF 5,000 for  
the basic version; the recurring license fee is from 
CHF 3,000 per year (including the initial cost of  
100 cards or key fobs).

• Enjoy a range of options when configuring your 
customer package, including free price-setting for 
your customers, billing either to customers or to 
you, integration into your billing infrastructure, etc.


